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“R

umors, crisis information, or just plain rapping” The poster touting
the Switchboard for Help’s services is hand drawn - faded blue
on a white background, yellowed with age. It is complete with a peace
sign and art nouveau inspired illustrations - signs of the times in 1970
when the Switchboard for Help opened for business in Salem. In 1971,
the Switchboard for Help joined forces with a fledging free medical clinic
known as the Cry of Love to become an official incorporated non-profit
organization. The Cry of Love, the brainchild of two UCLA medical students
working with the Marion County Health Department, eventually grew to
become Northwest Human Services (NWHS).

As we look deeper in the history of our organization, we find that NWHS
has a rich tapestry of providing services woven with a common thread:
We rise up to meet the needs of our Community. Looking back at the
beginning, the recurring theme is that each service was born out of
a great need expressed by Local Government, Faith organizations,
Community partners, and the Citizens themselves.

The Beginning: Switchboard for Help
The Switchboard for Help opened its lines in 1970 to provide resource
information to those flocking to Oregon for the much anticipated Vortex
Music Festival. A surprising majority of the calls however, were from
people who just needed someone to talk to - to “just plain rap.” The
second highest reason for calls was requests for medical services - health
exams, counseling, and substance abuse concerns.

1971: West Salem
Clinic | Total Health
Community Clinic

In the summer of
1971, two UCLA
medical students
arrived in Salem as
part of an internship
with the Marion County Health Department. Noting
the lack of healthcare available for the low-income
and the homeless, students Phil Yule and Paul Kaplan
requested the assistance of the Health Department
in opening a free clinic to serve our disadvantaged
population. With the Department’s support and
assistance, and by partnering with the Switchboard
for Help, The Cry of Love Free Clinic was opened,
staffed by a crew of dedicated medical students and
volunteer medical professionals.
Cry of Love Free Clinic blossomed into the West

The original Cry of Love Free Clinic logo ca 1971

1982: HOST | for
young adults facing
homelessness

In 1982, Northwest
Human Services
answered the call to
help homeless youth
by obtaining Federal
“Basic Center” funding to open a youth program,
first known as the Runaway Shelter Project/Salem
Streetlight. Under the original model, homeless,
runaway, and abandoned youth (ages 12 - 18) were
temporarily placed with volunteer families throughout
the Community in order to provide respite care from
tumultuous home life situations. In the early 1990’s
The Runaway Shelter Project formally changed their
name to HOST or Homes Offering Shelter to Teens.
Today, HOST (now a more fitting acronym for Health,
Outreach, Shelter, Transitions) provides support and
shelter for transitional aged youth ages 18 - 24. HOST
is a safety net for these youth as they venture into
adulthood; youth aging out of foster care or those
who did not grow up in stable and healthy home
environments. The HOST Program includes a Resource
and Engagement Center, a 14 bed Emergency
Overnight Shelter, and a Transitional Living Program.
Youth come to HOST for meals, showers, laundry
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Salem Clinic, now spanning nearly one whole city
block in West Salem. What makes our Clinic unique
is our integrated care. Patients can receive primary
medical care, dental care, mental health support and
psychiatry services all on one campus.
The West Salem Clinic is also home to our
Connection Program, one of the only counseling, case
management and resource providers for Salem’s Deaf
and Hard-of-Hearing population.
In 2002, after seeing that the need for services
reached beyond the City of Salem, NWHS opened the
Total Health Community Clinic in Monmouth giving our
rural neighbors access to medical care to help them
live healthier, happier lives.
We believe that everyone in our community should
have access to affordable and excellent healthcare.
Our clinics offer a sliding fee scale based on family
size and income for those who are uninsured or
underinsured. No one is ever turned away due to
their inability to pay. This philosophy, in addition to
our exceptional care, is why over 12,000 patients
consider us their medical home.

facilities, and case management and are provided
direct access to care at our West Salem Clinic to
address their health and wellness needs.
Through these components, HOST aims to end
the cycle of abuse, trauma, homelessness, and
exploitation by helping these young adults transition
from the streets to self-sufficiency. The HOST team
builds meaningful relationships with those we serve,
helping our clients to feel comfortable, safe, and most
of all, Hopeful.

Youth pictured in our 14 bed Emergency Overnight Shelter

1986: HOAP | for
adults facing
homelessness

In 1986, the
Homeless Outreach
and Advocacy
Project (HOAP)
was opened in
response to Salem’s growing homeless population.
Published articles covering the early days of HOAP
detail the plight of mentally ill adults recently released
from the Oregon State Hospital or the Oregon State
Penitentiary with no housing, no formal health, social
or financial supports in place, and no one to turn
to. HOAP became, and still is, a place for them to
turn, offering a safe and judgment free space, full of
compassion, dignity, and respect.
HOAP offers visitors a place for meals, laundry, and
showers as well as Case Management, Peer Support
and coordinated care at our West Salem Clinic.
Many of our homeless clients face nearly impossible
barriers to overcome, preventing them from obtaining
housing and jobs without a hand up. HOAP helps
to reduce these barriers, working with community
partners to provide the resources they need to
transition to stable and healthier lifestyles. HOAP’s
Outreach staff canvases our Community in an ongoing
At the heart of it
all, Switchboard for
Help is still going
strong. Now known
as the Crisis and
Information Hotline,
our team handled an unprecedented 25,000 calls in
2017. These calls come in 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, 365 days a year.

Since the Beginning:
Crisis & Information
Hotline

Our Crisis Intervention Workers are trained to handle
the most extreme emotional crises that people
face, acting as a lifeline of support for members our
community. In 2017 alone, our Hotline handled 381
suicide intervention calls, helping people
through the most difficult times of their lives.
The Hotline is accredited by the American
Association of Suicidology; meaning we are
held to the highest national standards for
suicide intervention services.
Callers can also receive information on local
resources for all kinds of services, and may find
they qualify for emergency financial assistance
for payment of rent, utilities, and prescription
medications. One-time emergency assistance

HOAP Peer Associates & Staff help manage the donation closet

effort to engage homeless and at-risk adults, and
connect them with services that will provide a better
quality of life.
The HOAP day-center operates under a peer-run
model. Our homeless and formerly homeless clients
volunteer their time to support day-to-day operations
at HOAP. This model helps them build interpersonal
skills as they answer the phones, check in visitors,
serve meals, and manage our donation closet. On
any given day, our “Peer Associates” can be found
bustling throughout the building; cleaning, helping
other clients, and working closely with staff to provide
a safe, welcoming environment for everyone.

bridges the gap for families and individuals whose life
circumstances have temporarily taken a detour, often
saving them from eviction or having their utilities shut
off.
And of course, callers can still “just plain rap”, and
receive the emotional reassurance and support they
need when times are tough.
Today as in the beginning, Northwest Human Services
remains committed to meeting the needs of our
Community. In the future, we will continue to answer
the call to action to ensure that everyone receives the
care, compassion, and quality services they deserve.

A Switchboard for Help volunteer handles calls ca 1971
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Staff Showcase |

Case Manager on a Mission
Meet Peter Buekea - adventurer, football fan, and all
around great person. Peter has been with NWHS for 3
years as a Case Manager at our HOAP Program. Peter
works alongside homeless individuals enrolled in case
management to help them accomplish their goals. He
helps support each person’s growth in employment,
income, medical and mental health wellness, drug
and alcohol support, transportation, and any other
obstacles they are facing.

Describe your typical day at HOAP: Working at
HOAP is very fluid. I could be helping someone move
into a new apartment one day and the next I could
be serving meals, speaking to people in an alley or
advocating for a client in court. There will always be
forms to fill out or something to do on the computer,
but really, every day presents something new.
What is the most rewarding part of the work you
do at NWHS? Having someone say “thank you” is
most rewarding. Nearly every person I engage with
at HOAP is in dire need of a supportive service, i.e.
shelter, medical, financial, peer, legal, etc. I often run
into system barriers that are out
of my control, like approving
someone’s claim for social
security benefits, so when
someone says “thank you”,
even though I am unable to
help, I feel that I’ve made
their day better. But the
number one coolest part of
the job is getting someone
off the street and into a home!

“Take the extra time to
listen, be respectful, and
be consistent.”

What is the most challenging part of
the work you do at NWHS? The most challenging part
of the job is knowing that area resources are limited
or unavailable to many of the people I help, so coping
with this fact can be difficult for me at times. To find
balance, I often remind myself that I only have two
hands.

Peter and a HOAP Volunteer

Tell us about your educational background and
prior work experience: I studied health and biology at
Western Oregon University then pursued a Master’s
of Public Health in Global Health and Environmental
Health at Loma Linda University in Southern
California.
I grew up baling hay, herding cattle and fixing fences
during summers in North Dakota. After college I
worked with troubled youth and adults as a counselor;
helped create core health regulations for the
Republic of Palau; aided in stroke research at UC San
Francisco; and was a life skills teacher and football
coach at a local middle school.
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What is your personal motto or philosophy? Take the
extra time to listen, be respectful, and be consistent.
It goes without saying, but the golden rule is a pretty
important one!
What do you do outside of work to keep yourself
well? I enjoy the outdoors, friends, sports, BBQ and
good beer.
Name 3 things on your bucket list:
1. Visit every country on Earth and Antarctica
(I’ve visited 16).
2. Become SCUBA certified.
3. See, not climb, Mt. Everest.
What’s on your music playlist at the moment?
I listen to a lot of AM/FM radio, but lately I do enjoy
listening to Pandora’s B.B. King radio station.

The Safety Effect |

Safe Practices | Better Care
Safety by Choice, Not by Chance; it’s our Safety
Committee slogan for a reason. Northwest Human
Services (NWHS) is committed to safety for everyone
who walks through our doors - patients, clients, staff
and visitors alike. Our dedication to safe, quality
care is clear in our long history as Joint Commission
accredited, and Tier IV Patient-Centered Primary Care
Medical Home recognized Clinics. These accreditation
standards have patient safety as an essential focus;
we hold fast to their high standards, as well as
those of other regulatory agencies. Beyond what our
accreditations hold us to, our staff and Leadership are
always looking for ways to improve our quality of care
and environment.
Employees from all sites frequently attend trainings,
community meetings, and conferences to ensure we
are staying ahead of the curve to provide effective
and patient focused services to our community. This
means we look at safety from all angles - from deescalation of aggressive situations, to keeping our

facilities well maintained and clean, to emergency
preparedness in case of a disaster.
To motivate employee engagement in our safety
efforts, we have an active Safety Committee
consisting of staff representing
each NWHS program. The
Safety Committee sends
out safety information
to employees every
month via email;
this information
can be used by
staff at work and at
home. Our annual
staff Safety Fair
aims to make learning
about safety fun and
accessible, with interactive
booths covering topics like
infection prevention, seasonal safety tips, and
emergency readiness.
By ensuring we are aware and informed on safety
topics, and by guarding against hazards, we can all
help to maintain a healthy and safe environment for
staff, patients, and clients.

The Exercise RX | for Depression, Anxiety & Stress
Everyone knows that regular exercise is good for the body. But exercise is also one of the most effective ways
to improve your mental health. Regular Exercise Can: Fight Depression & Anxiety | Reduce Stress | Sharpen
Memory & Thinking | Promote Better Sleep & More!
Shanna Howald, LCSW and Behaviorist at our West Salem Clinic says “You can’t treat a part of a person
– you have to address the whole system – and exercise and movement does just that. The benefits ripple
throughout every system of our body, mind and spirit.”
Shanna explains “I try to frame exercise to most patients as movement – our bodies are made for
moving, our minds are made for thinking and our spirit is meant to guide. I encourage patients to
use their phone timers to go off every 20 minutes to remind them to change whatever they are doing.
So if they were sitting on the couch or at their computer, they could stand or walk - changing every 20
minutes. The mental health benefits are compounded because it increases our natural endorphins (by
just moving) but also gets us out of the very activity that can create the depression i.e screen time or other
isolative activities.
Reaping the mental health benefits of exercise is easier than you think! You don’t need to devote hours out
of your busy day, train at the gym, sweat buckets, or run mile after monotonous mile.
“Our patients vary so much on their ability to change and implement new healthy behaviors – how I customize
my interventions really depends on how they are currently functioning. For more mobile patients, I review the
150 minute rule – 150 minutes of cardio (jogging, walking, biking) per week, broken up however you would
like. Tricks like parking far away from the store to make yourself walk farther, never using a drive-thru & and
developing a practice of walking around the block every day can help if you’re just getting started with exercise.”
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Making an Impact | Finding Hope at HOAP
Aaron Bennett’s first experience with NWHS was
seeing our Outreach team talking to homeless
individuals in a park in downtown Salem. He began
coming to HOAP with a person he had met who was a
frequent visitor at HOAP.

He felt defeated.
After expressing his frustration with this process to the
team at HOAP, he was told about HOAP’s Document
Fund. The Document Fund was established for
exactly this and similar situations (application fees for
housing; birth certificates, etc). Situations that create
barriers for homeless individuals making progress
towards their life goals.
Because of the Document Fund, HOAP was able to
provide financial assistance to Aaron so he could get
his identification. Aaron now has a renewed sense
of hope in applying for jobs knowing he has the
necessary tools to make it happen.

Check Out What We Were Able to
do With Your Support in 2017:
HOAP makes an effort to meet one on one with each
new visitor to our day center. Once a person has been
welcomed, they have an opportunity to drop in to
speak to a staff member whenever they feel the need.
After his first visit, Aaron utilized that opportunity
regularly.
As he interacted with the staff at HOAP he considered
them to be mentors. He worked closely with Peer
Support staff to plan his goals for the future and to aid
in his recovery.
During the course of his meetings
with our Peer Support team,
Aaron identified employment as
a big piece of the puzzle for
Without ID, he couldn’t his recovery. Unfortunately,
Aaron found that without an
get a job; without a job, he Oregon ID card, he couldn’t
be hired for employment
couldn’t pay for an ID
anywhere. He then started
researching ways to obtain his
ID in a system not set up to be
easy.
Aaron approached many agencies in the community
that help with obtaining identification, but soon
learned that he had to have a job before they would
help with identification. Without ID, he couldn’t get a
job; without a job, he couldn’t get an ID.
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38,000+ Medical appointments West Salem
& Total Health Community Clinics to 12,000+
patients.

15,000+ client appointments at our West Salem

Mental Health Clinic.

Over 4,900 exams, procedures & cleanings for
adults and kids at our West Salem Dental Clinic.

25,000 phone calls & assists at our 24 hour
Crisis & Information Hotline.
Our Health, Outreach, Shelter, Transitions (HOST)
Program made 12,180+ total contacts with
homeless, at-risk and runaway youth.

2,783 homeless & at-risk individuals received
services at our Homeless Outreach & Advocacy
Project (HOAP) Program.

Volunteer | Donate | Advocate
NWHS is incredibly fortunate to have hundreds of donors supporting our mission.
Donations of clothing, bedding, and hygiene products help us bridge the gap in ensuring
our patients and clients have what they need to stay warm, clean, and as comfortable
as possible while seeking shelter from the outdoor elements. Monetary donations
support us in providing assistance and services to those who need it most. In fact, 84
cents of every dollar donated goes directly back into patient and client services and care.

84% of every dollar
donated goes directly
back into patient and
client care

Your gifts are greatly valued by the staff, leadership, and most of all, the patients and clients of Northwest Human
Services. The individuals and families we help are some of our community’s most vulnerable. Your contributions
are very much linked to the services available to them and to successes in their positive health outcomes and their
overall quality of life.
Scan the image to the left to learn how you can help, make a donation, and to see our list of
supporters. No code scanner? No problem. Visit www.northwesthumanservices.org/help to
learn more.

One Liners | q & a with the CEO
Paul Logan has been the CEO at NWHS for 22 years. Under Paul’s leadership, we
have expanded our programs exponentially in both service offerings and physical
sites, and have grown from 67 employees, to 220 employees. On top of that,
Paul’s forward thinking and commitment to NWHS and those we serve has been
instrumental in establishing a strong, agency-wide culture of caring, collaboration
and dedication to the health and wellbeing of our community.
The Core Values of NWHS are Community, Integrity, Commitment and
Compassion. What are your personal and/or professional core values?
Dependability, Forthrightness, Discernment and Compassion; each with an overlay
of Humor.
Is your office messy or organized? Yes. Just depends upon one’s perspective.
While an artist might see the genius in my eclectic arrangement of furnishings and
piles of papers and sticky notes, most others likely see a mess.
Before NWHS, what was the most unusual or interesting job you’ve ever had? My most unusual job was cutting
up cases of frozen whole chickens into pieces for a Kentucky Fried Chicken franchise. One of the most interesting
was being an assistant scuba instructor.
Biggest career lesson you’ve learned thus far? Choosing work you enjoy and people you trust, respect and enjoy
being around is more important than salary or job title.
What do you see for the future of NWHS? With the continuing division between the “have’s” and “have not’s”,
the number of people needing a hand up in terms of their basic healthcare and survival needs is likely to
continue to grow. The great news is that NWHS staff are made up of many of the brightest and certainly most
committed individuals and teams of people I have ever had the pleasure of working with! These are people who
are committed to meet others where they are and join with them, one person at a time, to move lives forward in a
positive direction toward growth and stability, whether that be in health, housing, work or relationships.
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We’re Hiring!
At NWHS, we value teamwork, compassion,
collaboration, wellness, and work/life balance. Do
what you love in a place that feels like home.
QuickCare Provider (MD/DO/PA/NP)
Deliver professional, effective, and patient-centered
quality medical services to a variety of our patients in a
fast paced Clinic setting.
Physician (MD/DO)
Provide best in class medical care to a panel of diverse
patients in a Primary Care setting, while functioning as a
key member of our multi-disciplinary team.
Visit northwesthumanservices.org/employment for
a full list of available positions

Excellent Benefits | Competitive Wages
Collaborative & Fun Work Environment

More About Us
Our Mission | Creating a healthy community with respect, compassion and acceptance for all.
Our Vision | Working together to empower individuals to improve their health, well-being & safety.
Core Values | Community, Integrity, Compassion, Commitment

Board Officers:
Board Chair: Larry Goodreau | Vice-Chair: Jan Margosian | Board Treasurer: Bill Williams
Board Secretary: Susan Scott | Past Chair: Mike Wise
Board Members:
Sean Cooper | William Dettwyler | Beth Fusco | Eloisa Hernandez | Pauline Mather | Michelle Pecora
Robert Stephens | Phil Swogger | Eric Tweed

Legal Jargon : NWHS is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization. Under this federal designation, we are considered
a tax-exempt public charity.
NWHS is also a Federally Qualified Health Center. Among other things, this means we receive funding under
Section 330 of the Public Health Service Act, qualify for enhanced reimbursement from Medicare and Medicaid,
serve an underserved area or population, offer a sliding fee scale, and provide comprehensive health services.

